SearchMonster

Put your candidate search into beast mode with Monster’s most advanced resume search tool.

Because you're OVER ordinary search.

SearchMonster uses precision search technology to find the exact talent you need. Plus, you can manage and contact candidates via email or text message—all from the same interface. No more toggling from one platform to another. SearchMonster lets you do it all—find and reach the top-quality talent you need, when you need it.

- **Dig deeper with precision technology**
  You can start your search with broad criteria like job title, level and location. Then, use filters—like education, salary, relocation, citizenship, veteran status, and more—to widen or narrow the results.

- **Message candidates directly**
  You can connect with candidates right from the platform, using text and email tools that are built into SearchMonster’s easy-to-use three-panel interface.

- **Source the skills you need most**
  We aggregate candidates’ skill set information from various public platforms (GitHub, StackExchange, MeetUp, AboutMe), providing an even more comprehensive view of the applicant, derived from their web profiles.

- **Get rewarded for performance**
  High-quality engagement is rewarded with increased email volume.

- **Go beyond the resume**
  You can also link directly to candidates’ public social profiles (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc.) to see a bigger picture of their professional and personal interests.

- **Track your campaigns**
  Built-in analytics help you analyze the performance of your campaigns and understand candidate behavior.

Unleash the power of SearchMonster
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